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About This Game

Family friendly, campy, side scrolling shooter

Infinite play-ability in Endurance mode

Full Story Mode
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Dodge and shoot in classic arcade style action

Boss fights and mini boss fights

Endurance mode where waves get harder and harder

Experience a great comic book story in story mode

Unique growth mechanic - finding a balance in size to damage is key

Tracked stats and leader boards

Procedural generated enemies making the game change a little bit each time you play

Random dad jokes

Endurance mode for ramping difficulty and high scores

Every shot makes you grow in size and strength, but get slower in the process

Many tracked stats with corresponding leader boards to match

Local Co-op

Kid friendly content

A two Man Dev Team

Passionately working on our off hours to make games you'll love

A true indie studio working on our dream
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cornflower corbin

Not sure about this one...didn't play too long, really made me sick. Not sure what the buying thing was all about. The graphics
were ok but not much gameplay. Mostly just yanking head around.. Why not Tom Araya? *Plays intro riff of raining blood*;)
\m/. The main problem with this DLC is that it contains very little content for the money, and the chases REALLY need to be
rebalanced. Police cars can bust you even if you're going at 150+ miles an hour. Wait for a sale.

Edit: This DLC is worth it if you only have the base game, as this comes with Wild Run as well. Don't get it at full price
otherwise.. I've always wanted to play this boardgame so I bought this earlier for the low price of 10$. I've been complaining for
years that they don't do more computer-ports of boardgames so this feels very welcome indeed.

I've only played for just over 2 hours but I'm starting to get the hang of it and can't wait to play it some more.

So far I haven't had any bugs or issues whatsoever. The tutorial could be better yet it worked like a charm and the 2 games I
played against the AI (first 2 then 1) worked perfectly.
. Hip Hip, Zoombini!. I think the game will eventually be good but it would help a lot if there was a game guide. I find it
difficult to control movements of my avatar and don't really know how to access everything. Need way more different slot
machines for me to stay interested. The casino itself is very nice and the avatars realistic looking.. I just got the game today but i
have seen a few things that are not good. The menu has alot if issues and the driving of tractors is very bad. The dirt does not
move correctly and does not "move" but just disappers so filling holes is very frustrating. I tried to config my xbox controller
and thats not happining due to the menu being♥♥♥♥♥♥ The controlls are a mess and could be way easier and EVERYTHING
is very jumpie. All the being said I am going to give it a good rating because it is the only game like it out there and I would like
to see it fixed. It is a very fun game all be it VERY frustrating trying to do the things i think i can do. I am going to be playing
and streaming a bit. Maybe even doing a lets play later on. For now I think more people need to support this game dev as he is
working on the game as fast as one person can.

Edit: Officialy changing my review to a no. No posting by devs. Just a broken game cluttering up my library.. I'm going to start
off by saying I'm not much of a PC gamer, it was a challenge in itself for me to get used to the mouse and keyboard controls.
This was a pretty short game, but, in that amount of time, alot of creativity was acheived. I set the graphics settings to HIGH
because I did not know if my computer could handle anything else or even HIGH for that matter, and it looked pretty good. So,
if you're looking for a fun, FREE game that won't take up too much of your time to complete, I HIGHLY recommend you give
this game a try! WELL DONE!!. Pay to win!!. This is a neat little game, will keep you busy for 1hr-1hr30
Loved the concept.
Could be Ideal for children, it's like finding Waldo.
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GAME COMPLETED. You can fun with your friends and other online players with beautiful scenarios.An ideal game that
needs different tactics in sections that you cannot pass while playing with your friends since 2009.. This game has terrible
controls and rips off Zelda sound effects and music left and right. The game is trying to be a Zelda 2 clone which I guess in that
regard it actually does a decent job.

If you really loved Zelda 2 or wish to play frustratingly hard game from the NES era then maybe this game is for you… but for
anyone else not so much.

I couldn’t stomach the game for longer than the min review time. The sprite art work is pretty good and the music is mediocre.
Like I said if you are looking for a NES style game or a Zelda 2 clone then this is your game.
. It doesn't have uplay, and that's about everything good about the game.. The add on is OK but they have not included any
coaches with the 9f so you have to add coaches to the locomotive and secondly they have not included the last 9f 92220 Evening
Star which I Believe was asked for by the players.Apart from that it is Ok.. This is about as basic as it gets for a stealth game: a
blue square avoiding sight cones of red squares.

You wander around looking for highlighted items to interact with until the exit opens up.

You don't really have to stealth at all, as there isn't really any penalty ( other than a meaningless score ) for going around killing
everything.

Wouldn't recommend it as there's only about an hour or so of gameplay which isn't really that satisfying for $13.. A Banished
free review, since I haven’t played it.

Villagers is pretty simple, yet not so simple at the same time. The game is set in medieval times and as such life is not great,
you’re constantly raided, food shortages, harsh winters and you’re spread very thin as you try and get your village together. I
wouldn’t call this a city builder, more like a simulation of medieval life.

The game is harsh, you play for hours for 2-3 babies to be born, and hopefully they can survive through the winter before their
mother gets attacked by wild wolves. Resources are limited and with a very small starting population it’s hard to cover all the
bases. You’ll be spending your first years with a dozen people, with those dozen people they need to be set roles that all need to
be filled, someone die? Well that just means you’re going to have to have no baths this month. Have everyone in your turn
working jobs and no one to be a guardsmen? Pray to god you don’t get raided.

Outside of the harsh setting the game itself doesn’t lend itself to being easy to play. Poor AI leads to a lot of wasted time and
with poor explanations on a lot of the jobs a wasted opportunity. I’ve seen farmers for days straight just walk around my city as
there are crops that need watering and picking. Sawmill worker, whose job is to plant and cut down trees, sleep in front of the
town hall as there are no trees planted in my set area.

The game is rough, there’s no denying that but I did enjoy playing the game. I liked the idea of being put into a harsh setting
where it wasn’t all big city lights or not handed to me on a plate. In saying that I felt my time could have been much more
enjoyable with a few changes here and there. At the price point maybe it’s an avoid for now, check out a sale in the future and
see kind of thing.

If you’re still undecided I have a playthrough on Villagers which probably explains the game positives and negatives better than I
can.

https://youtu.be/NrOONjn6c3Q
. Surprisingly not bad.

If you like the Touhou characters and Wizardrylikes, this is basically for you.
If you don't much care for Touhou but still like Wizardry, it's still got some appeal.

It's more along the lines of Elminage than a hardcore standalone series - that is, it takes the basic mechanics from the early Wiz
games and adapts them with some QoL features - and adds a bunch of hit-and-miss humor and cutesy art. The game itself plays
quite well, and while I wouldn't reccommend it for people looking for the next Grimoire, it will definitely fill a void if you've
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already played through games like Unlimited Adventures, Labyrinth of Refrain and the like.

Plus the price is very reasonable.

Under a Week to Go:
We are basically dev done, have some leaderboard work to finish up, and all we are working on for the next week is the polish.
Waiting on Steam to ok our first build, make sure we didn't miss anything, then we will be going live on the 17th at 4pm EST.
Get us on your wishlist today so you can be among the first to play.. Demo Now Available!:

We really want to see people try out Corbin, because we think it is really fun when you get into it. So we put out a demo that
allows you to play one level of the game. The full version includes 5 levels, plus unlockable single level play for leaderboard
chasers, and an endurance mode that goes on forever to see what kind of crazy score you can get. Try it out today by simply
clicking the Download Demo button on the right side of the store page.

. Instructions for Play!:
So, we launch tomorrow, so I wanted to take this opportunity to explain a couple things.

Basic controls. Use WASD on the keyboard to move, or the left analog stick on a controller. Pretty standard stuff there right?
Space Bar or the Right Trigger will shoot. Use Enter or the 'A' button to advance on buttons or in the comic books stories. You
can turn on/off sounds and music in the options menu, available off the main menu and the pause menu (ESC or the start button
in game). You can also go windowed mode or border-less windowed mode. We do not do a true full screen.

Basically, you need to navigate your way through the levels and defeat the bosses along the way. Shooting causes you to grow,
growing makes your lasers stronger, but also makes you slower and easier to get hit. This is an arcade style game so there are no
continues, you have to make it through from end to end with the lives given. It's not easy, are you up for the challenge?

To help you out, these are the power ups you will see in the game.

Krill is what you will see to heal you:
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Purple Power Ups give you double damage:

Red Power Ups give you a triple split laser:

Blue Power Ups give you a shield:

We also offer an endurance mode, that is a single life, wave clearing never ending run. Basically a score chaser for the leader
boards. You can play the story levels on a single level basis after you beat the level.

That's basically it guys. We hope you enjoy this fun little campy whale shoot 'em up. We have had fun making it.

In the near future we are going to offer Workshop for the dialog of the game, so someone can localize it for other languages or
tell a different story with the comics, and most importantly, tell different jokes. More on that later.. Less than 3 weeks:
We are still on track for our August 17th release. We have all the levels done, just working on polishing and a ton of stat
tracking so the leaderboards can spur some friendly competition. We are also working on a Workshop integration so that all the
dialog in the game can be changed, for fun or for other languages. Seems like a good test case for our large release of Violent
Sol later this year. Lots of work still to do, better get back to it. Thanks for reading.. Trading Cards have arrived:
The team got together and came up with some fun art pieces for Corbin and the gang. So trading cards, badges, backgrounds,
and emoticons are now available when you play Cornflower Corbin. Tell your friends!
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